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Abstract-In this study, Fuzzy Logic (FL) and Interval Type-2 FL
(IT-2FL) controllers were applied to a mobile robot in order to
determine which method facilitates navigation and enables the
robot to overcome real-world uncertainties and track an optimal
trajectory in a very short time. The robot under consideration is
a non-holonomic unicycle mobile robot, represented by a
kinematic model, evolving in two different environments. The
first environment is barrier-free, and moving the robot from an
initial to a target position requires the introduction of a single
action module. Subsequently, the same problem was approached
in an environment closer to reality, with objects hindering the
robot's movement. This case requires another controller, called
obstacle avoidance. This system allows the robot to reach
autonomously a well-defined target by avoiding collision with
obstacles. The robustness of the structures of the defined
controllers is tested in Matlab simulations of the studied
controllers. The results show that the IT-2FL controller performs
better than the FL controller.
Keywords-Interval Type-2 Fuzzy Logic (IT2-FL); Fuzzy Logic
(FL); mobile robot; non-holonomic; obstacle avoidance; trajectory
planning

I.
INTRODUCTION
A mobile robot is generally equipped with perception and
decision-making capabilities and actions that allow it to
navigate safely and successfully in a given environment and to
follow a desired trajectory. This objective is achieved without
or with a reduced human intervention [1]. Today, independent
mobile robots are increasingly used in many applications, such
as service tasks, agriculture, handling of nuclear waste, and in
space industry [2]. The developments of sensors,
microprocessors, and control technology have enabled mobile
robots to perform very complex tasks. Today, the main
challenge regarding mobile robots is the development of
intelligent navigation systems [3]. Navigation is of great
importance, since virtually every task requires the robot to
travel between different positions by tracking a desired
trajectory while being able to localize itself and plan its future
movements without human assistance [4] in order to
accomplish the defined task [5]. Therefore, once the trajectory

of the robot in a complex environment is determined, it must be
capable of following it [6]. The generated trajectory must take
into account the environmental and kinematic constraints of the
moving object [7-8]. To tackle these difficulties and to enable a
large number of parameters to be managed, a new control
strategy is proposed, which is broken down into weakly
coupled units whose interactions are limited and perfectly
controlled in a distributed manner. The purpose is to develop
robots that can move safely in unstructured environments,
despite any unforeseen changes.
The main problem of navigation of mobile robots can be
broken down into three sub-problems: reaching the target,
avoiding obstacles, and tracking an optimal trajectory in a very
short time. To reach the target, we can indicate the trajectory to
the robot by employing stable techniques based on the search
for optimal trajectories. However, since the environments are
rarely predictable, it makes little sense to provide the robot
with a planned trajectory. Obstacle avoidance has often been
solved by using local information, perceived by the robot via
its sensors. Initially, research has focused on solving the
obstacle avoidance problem by presenting it as a high-level
control component of hierarchical robotic systems. Thus, the
problem arose as a trajectory planning where the controller at
the low level leads the robot towards its final destination while
avoiding the surrounding obstacles using the trajectory found at
the high level.
The main objective of this paper is the tracking of an
optimal trajectory in a very short time, which is the third subproblem. A comparative study of Fuzzy Logic (FL) and
Interval Type-2 FL (IT-2FL) controllers was conducted in
order to assess their performance. The robot under
consideration is a non-holonomic unicycle mobile robot,
represented by a kinematic model.
II. MODELING OF A MOBILE ROBOT
The differential mobile robot is a platform with two
motorized wheels (Figure 1), mounted on the same axis and
controlled independently while having in addition a free front
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wheel [7]. The simplified hypotheses considered for modeling
are:

 r
v  2
ω  =  r
  
 2b

• The ground wheel contact is a contact point.
• The rolling of each wheel is done without slipping.
The generalized coordinates of the system are given by
q = [ x , y , θ , ϕ r , ϕ l ]T where [x, y] are the Cartesian
coordinates of the mobile robot, θ is its orientation measured
from the x-axis and ϕ r , ϕl are the angular positions of the right
and left wheel respectively [2, 3].
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where v and ω are respectively the linear and angular velocities
of the mobile robot and 2b and r represent respectively the
radius of the wheels and the distance between them.
The non-holonomic constraint is represented in a simple
mathematical form [3]:
x& cos(θ ) − y& sin(θ ) = 0

(4)

Equation (4) implies that a perfect tracking is achievable
only if the reference trajectories are feasible for the physical
platform.
IV.

LOCALIZATION OF A MOBILE ROBOT

One of the fundamental problems of autonomous mobile
robotics is the locationing of the robot during its movement. In
fact, to locate a mobile robot is to determine, in a given work
reference, its position and its orientation, in order to
accomplish the control structure that is based on these data.
A. Presentation of the Odometry
The odometry allows determining the position and the
orientation of a mobile robot navigating on a plane ground,
with respect to the reference mark, which is the robot’s mark in
its initial configuration. This technique is based on the
integration of the elementary motions of the wheels measured
by means of incremental encoders.
Fig. 1.

The unicycle-type mobile robot under study.

III. KINEMATIC MODEL OF THE MOBILE ROBOT
The kinematic model of the mobile robot can be written as
[3]:
 r cos(θ )
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By introducing the following control inputs:
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∆D =

∆d r + ∆d l
2

(5)

∆θ =

∆d r − ∆d l
2b

(6)

(1)

where ( xk , yk ,θ k ) is the configuration of the robot at the
instant k, and ( ∆Dk , ∆θ k ) the components of the elementary
displacement measured between instants k and k+1. The
elementary rotation at time k+1 is:

θ k +1 = θ k + ∆θ k

(7)

These very simple formulas are obtained by considering
that the robot moves in a straight line ∆Dk in the direction
defined by θ k , and then makes a rotation on site of ∆θk :

Equation (1) may be written as:

 x&   cos(θ ) 
0
  

 
 y&  =  sin(θ )  v +  0  ω
θ&   0

1 
  

B. The Odometry for the Localization of a Mobile Robot
This locomotion system is very popular for indoor robots
because of its maneuverability and ease of operation. In this
case, the displacement ∆D and the elementary rotation ∆θ of
the robot model in the plane can be expressed as a function of
the elementary displacements of the right and left wheels
respectively ∆d r and ∆dl , by [13, 14]:

(2)

xk +1 = xk + ∆Dk cos(θ k +

∆θ k
)
2

(8)
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(9)

This robot control was applied in both FL and IT-2FL
strategies.

Fig. 4.

Structure of the proposed navigation system.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 2.

The odometry applied to the mobile robot.

V. S TRUCTURE OF THE FL CONTROLLER
A classic fuzzy controller consists of a fuzzification
interface, a rule base, an inference system, and a
defuzzification interface [15-21]. The structure of an FL system
is illustrated in Figure 3.

Fig. 3.

1) Input Variables
For the robot-target distance d (m), we have chosen 4
membership functions (Figure 6): very near (VN), near (NR),
far (F), and very far (VF) distributed over the discourse
universe [0, 30]. For the entry θ (rad), the robot-target angle
has 7 membership functions that are associated (Figure 7):
negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small
(NS), zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM), and
positive big (PB) distributed over the discourse universe [-3, 3].

Structure of an FL system.

In our work, the fuzzy controller (FL and IT-2FL) has 4
triangular-shaped membership functions for the robot-target
distance, 7 membership functions for the variation of the robottarget angle and an interval-type of fuzzy sets for the linear
velocity and angular velocity output for IT-2FLC. The output
variables for FLC are 4 triangular-shaped membership
functions for linear velocity and 7 triangular-shaped
membership functions for the angular velocity.
VI. THE PROPOSED NAVIGATION SYSTEM
The movement of the unicycle robot is carried out on a flat
ground and the position of the robot can be expressed at every
moment according to its kinematic model (x, y, θ ). When
meeting obstacles or walls, the relevant decision is made by
two controllers. Figure 4 shows the structure of the system,
consisting of a free navigation controller and an obstacle
avoidance controller [8-10].
A. Implementation of the Free Navigation Controller
If we take a mobile robot operating in a non-binding
environment, then the optimal path from an initial
configuration to a final situation would naturally be a straight
line joining the two situations (Figure 5) [8, 11, 12].
www.etasr.com

The mobile robot in a free environment.

Fig. 6.

Fig. 7.

The membership functions of the input variable distance d.

The membership functions of the input variable θ.

2) Output Variables
For the linear velocity v (m/s), 4 intervals were chosen:
very slow (VS), slow (S), fast (F), and very fast (VF)
distributed over the discourse universe [0, 0.2].
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The angular velocity ω (rad) has seven (7) intervals:
negative big (NB), negative medium (NM), negative small
(NS), zero (Z), positive small (PS), positive medium (PM) and
positive big (PB), distributed over the discourse universe [-0.8,
0.8].
3) Representation of Input Variables
The membership functions of the triangular input variables
are shown in Figures 8, 9.
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Rule 28: IF d is VF AND θ is PB
THEN v is S AND

ω

is NM

We applied these rules of the free navigation controller in
both FL and IT-2FL strategies.
B. Implementation of the Obstacle Avoidance Controller
In the case where the robot moves close to an obstacle,
another fuzzy controller is used to avoid the obstacle and steer
the robot away from d ob using the navigation controller. Figure
10 shows the configuration of the robot in the obstacle area [12,
14, 20].

Fig. 8.
The membership functions of the input variable d in Matlab
Toolbox.

Fig. 10.

The mobile robot in an environment with an obstacle.

The obstacle avoidance controller that we used has two
input variables: robot-obstacle distance and robot-obstacle
angle ( d ob and φ) respectively and two output variables: robot
linear velocity v and angular velocity ω.
1) The Membership Functions of the Input Variables for FLC
Fig. 9.
The membership functions of the input variable θ in Matlab
Toolbox.

4) The Rule of the Free Navigation Controller
TABLE I.
Orientation θ
NB
NM
NS
Z
PS
PM
PB

THE RULE BASE OF THE FREE NAVIGATION CONTROLLER

VN
VS, PB
VS, PM
VS, S
VS, Z
VS, NS
VS, NM
VS, NB

Distance d
N
F
VS, PB
S, PB
VS, PS
S, PS
S, PS
F, PS
S, Z
F, Z
S, NS
F, NS
VS, NM
F, NM
VS, NB
S, NB

VF
S, PM
F, PS
F,PS
V, FZ
VF, NS
F, NS
S, NB

Fig. 11.

The membership functions of the input variable dob.

Fig. 12.

The membership functions of the input variable φ.

The rule base of the free navigation controller is the
following:
Rule 1: IF d is VN AND θ is NB
THEN v is VS AND

ω

is PB

Rule 2: IF d is VN AND θ is NM
THEN v is VS AND

ω

is PM

……………………………………………….
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2) The Membership Functions of the Input Variables for IT2FLC

Fig. 13. The membership functions of the input variable dob in Matlab
Toolbox.
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VII. S IMULATION RESULTS
To compare the control and planning performances of FL
and IT2-FL controllers, simulations were conducted and
analyzed with MATLAB Fuzzy Logic Toolbox R2014a.
A. Trajectory without Obstacles
From Figure 15, we notice that from its initial position,
( x i =2.5 and yi =4.5, θ =45°) the mobile robot could reach the
target whose coordinates are (xf =7, yf =−1). In Figures 16 and
17 we can see the velocity and the angular velocity of the
mobile robot. From the obtained results, we notice that the
mobile robot adopts the following behavior: when the robottarget angle is large, the angular velocity is high, whereas the
linear velocity is small. Once the robot-target angle becomes
zero, the linear velocity reaches its maximum. The latter
gradually decreases by canceling once the target is reached.
8
7
6
5

Y( m)

4

Fig. 14. The membership functions of the input variable φ in Matlab
Toolbox.

3

IT2-FLC
2
1

FLC
0

3) The Rule Base of the Obstacle avoidance controller

Orientation φ
NB
NM
NS
Z
PS
PM
PB

The obstacle distance dob
VN
N
F
VF
VS, PM
VS, PM
S, PM
S, PM
VS, PM
VS, PS
S, PS
F, PS
VS, PS
S, PS
F, PS
F,PS
VS, PM
S, NS
F, PS
VF, PS
VS, NM
S, NS
F, NS
VF, NS
VS, NM
VS, NM
F, NS
F, NS
VS, NB
VS, NB
S, NB
S, NB

The rule base of the obstacle avoidance controller is the
following:
Rule 1: IF d ob is VN AND ϕ is NB
THEN v is VS AND

ω

THEN v is VS AND

ω

is PM

4

6

8

Fig. 15.

Attraction to the target: barrier-free environment.
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Rule 28: IF d ob is VF AND ϕ is PB
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THEN v is S AND

0

0. 03

Rule 2: IF d ob is VN AND ϕ is NM

is NB

We applied these rules of the obstacle avoidance controller
in both the FL and IT-2FL strategies.
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-2
-2

THE RULE BASE OF THE OBSTACLE AVOIDANCE
CONTROLLER

The velocity(m/s)

TABLE II.

-1

Fig. 16.

The velocity of the mobile robot.

B. Obstacle Avoidance
From Figure 18 we can see how the mobile robot reached
the target (xf =6, yf =7) from its initial position ( x i =3 and

yi =8, θ =−45°).
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have designed the FL and IT-2FL controllers and simulated the
mobile robot movement from an initial to a desired position in
different environment configurations, with and without
obstacles. The proposed fuzzy control exploits the interactive
variables between the mobile robot and the unknown
environment to generate the robot’s velocity and steering,
which makes it possible to bring the mobile robot towards the
target while avoiding any obstacles present in this environment.
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Time(s)

Fig. 17.

The angular velocity of the mobile robot.
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Fig. 20.

The velocity of the mobile robot in the presence of obstacles.
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Fig. 18. Convergence towards the target by FLC in the presence of
obstacles.
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Fig. 21. The angular velocity of the mobile robot in the presence of
obstacles.
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Fig. 19. Convergence towards the target by IT-2FLC in the presence of
obstacles.

We can highlight from the above results that the IT-2FL
sets can be quite useful when considering the control of a
mobile robot. It was shown in depth that the proposed IT2-FL
controller is more efficient in terms of saving time, smooth
trajectory, and optimal distance than its FL counterpart.
VIII. CONCLUSION
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